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Ducey / Mont-Saint-Michel
Veloscenic : Paris to Mont-Saint-Michel cycle route
The final stage of the Veloscenic route and a
spectacular resting point on the Tour de Manche,
where the greenway rolls all the way to the mouth of
the Sélune. From there on, you travel on a mix of new
greenway and shared roads, you can indulge in a feast
for the eyes: Mont-Saint-Michel rises up, a colourful
panorama, set like a jewel in the circle of the bay.
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Greenway up to the mouth of the Sée and the Sélune.
A new greenway is under work since 2020. It will open
in 2022 in order to offer a more direct and spectacular
route until the Marvel of the West. Small shared roads
thereafter, up to Beauvoir, before rising to reach the
Mont.
Arriving by bicycle at the Mont-Saint-Michel
Since 2020, bicycles are authorised on the wooden
planking of the walkway.
Several bike parks are available in the surroundings of
the Mont Saint-Michel.
At "La Caserne" (before the walkway):
- 2 bike parks near the Dam
- 1 bike park next to the Tourist Information Center
(next to the car park).
If you parke here, you can pursue by foot or take a
shuttle for free.
On the Mont Saint-Michel : a new bike park is available
(70 bikes) since 1st July 2021. Turn left when you
arrive at the fortification and head to the "Cour des
Fanils" to find the bike park area.

Parking your bicycles is strictly prohibited all along the
dyke walkway, the esplanade and at the foot of the
fortification. Cyclists are thus required to leave their
bicycles in the designated areas.

SNCF trains
Pontorson station/ Mt-St-Michel: more information on
this page.

Tourist Information Centre
Ducey: +33 2 33 60 21 53
Mont-Saint-Michel: +33 2 33 60 14 30

Not to be missed
Ducey, Montgomery Castle – the woods of Ardennes.
Pointe de Roche-Torin: the views over the Mont.

Voie cyclable
Liaisons
Sur route
Alternatives
Parcours VTT
Parcours provisoire
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